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B-BBEE the game changer

CHANGES IN LEGISLATION COULD HAMPER YOUR
FUTURE GROWTH AND EASE OF DOING
BUSINESS
The changes in the B-BBEE legislation has been reported on by many over the past 12 months,
however the impact on business remain a topic that is not well understood.
The Budget speech highlighted one strategic change for business which is a Central supplier database. Within this database a compliant B-BBEE certificate is compulsory for all suppliers , without
which a supplier would not be registered on this database.
The revised legislation stipulated that no government institution may issue any right or license to a
business applicant without a compliant B-BBEE certificate.
As a business owner you can now clearly see that the potential impact of B-BBEE can not be circumvented in the future and that all businesses would need to comply.
You might be of the opinion that this does not impact your business, however indirectly or directly all businesses fit into the
broader supply chain of which the state is the biggest procurer of
all goods and service.

HOW DOES THIS IMPACT YOUR BUSINESS?
The first change to the new codes are the change in category
for many businesses, this is due to the change in margins to
the various categories. This implies that some businesses will
now be considered either as Small businesses or Micro enterprises where the impact of this change is the relaxed compliance for black owned businesses.
The second major change to the codes are the margins for
the various levels. In the current codes, if all were equal, a
level 4 business will be a level 7 contributor in the new
codes merely by the impact of the change in margin.
The new codes however has a direct impact for business
without black ownership, with priority elements penalising
business by a level.
The new codes come into effect on the 1st of May 2015
and therefore a compliant B-BBEE certificate will be a
game changer in 2015.

